**Art in Your Home Studio with**
**URBAN ARTS SPACE**

**Popsicle Stick Craft & Design**
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**Supplies & Tools**
- Popsicle Sticks and Glue (*wood glue* would be stronger than white glue)
- Wood Stain, Paint or Markers if Color is Desired
- Heavy Duty Scissors or Craft Saw
- Paper Towels or old Rags for Cleaning
- Flat Space to Create

**Optional Tools**
- Hot Glue Gun (this tool could yield for stronger and faster bonding vs. white glue)

**Tips**
- Try different sized popsicle sticks for different projects.
- Use a wood sealant for something such as a birdhouse that may exist outdoors.

**Preparation & Execution**
1. **The Set Up.** After you have gathered your tools find a place to work.
2. **Think** about your overall design. Create a couple of practice shapes or projects you can create. You could sketch out your ideas to serve as a guide or potentially make a model in a program like Tinkercad.com
3. **When you’re done,** take a few photos and upload to your social media and use *#urbanartspace* and *#crafternoons*. If your young artist is working with you, also use *#artexplorations*
4. Do it again and don’t forget to title your work!